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Additional Rules

Slot Based Inventory

Shields Shall Be Splintered

to your strength or

Any class proficient with

higher. Most items take 1 slot.

shields may destroy the shield
to prevent an attack that
would otherwise kill them.

Multi Weapon Fighting
When wielding multiple
weapons, you roll all their
damage and take the highest.
You also gain +1 AC against
melee attacks.

You have inventory slots equal
constitution, whichever is
This assumes you have the
bags to hold said gear.

On Death’s Door/ Injuries
When reduced to 0 hit points,
you are on Death’s Door.
Taking any action in this state
requires a save against death
or you lose 1 constitution
permanently and fall

Learn Spells From Literature

unconscious. Taking any

You can copy spells to your

permanent injury or death.

spellbook from scrolls and
other Spellbooks at a rate of
100 GP x level of the spell, and
1 week of time per level.

Boons/Banes
Sometimes you may be given a
boon or bane on a roll. Boons
add 1d6 to the result, and
banes remove 1d6 from the
result.

further damage can result in
Injuries
2d6
Result
2
Super Death!
3
Death!
4
Death!
5
Maimed! Lose 1d6 attribute
6
Amnesia! Lose ½ XP.
7
Shattered! Item destroyed.
8
Pack lost! Drop all items.
9
Scarred! Lose 1 HP forever.
10
On Death’s Door again!
11
Resolve! Back to 1 hp!
12
Surge! Heal equal to HD.

Modifications

Bonus Spells By Attribute

Variable Weapon Damage

intelligence is above 13, or

Weapons deal their variable

clerics.

damage.

Crossbow Improvements
Crossbows deal 1d10 damage
but take 2 turns to load.

Optional Race/Class Allowed

+1 spell memorized if your
wisdom for druids, drow, and

Alignment Reactions
Monsters roll different
reactions based on alignment.
1d12 chaos, 2d6 neutral, and
3d4 law.

You may use the optional

Push Your Picks

race/class rules.

If you fail to pick a lock as a

All Advanced Fantasy Allowed

thief, you can try to pick locks

You can play any of the classes

you fail again.

in the advanced fantasy book.

Extraordinary Thieves
Thief and other skills are
exactly as written; move

silently, hide in shadows – and

again, but risk broken locks if

Vision Adjustments
Only dwarves have infrared
vision. Elves can see twice as
far with a light source.

are rolled only if the normal x

Charisma For Saves

in 6 chance fails typically.

Charisma gives a bonus or

Expanded Spellbooks

penalty to all saves instead of

You can add spells to your

saves as well.

spellbook beyond your
memorization limit.

wisdom. This applies to all

